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SUMMARY 
For a certain class of sequences (I&) of linear positive operators that are related 
to sums of independent identically distributed random vaxiables ok,, the sequence 
(D,,) defined by 
Dn(Ln,B):=eup(llL,f-fllru(f, n-l’*)-‘: f E O(B)) 
where II.11 denotes &by&-norm and B a suitable compact interval in R, is known 
to be convergent. The rate of convergence of (D,,) is proved to be O(h(v@-1) 
where h is an appropriate function such that the expectation of 
is bounded. By a more detailed analysis of the sequence (Dn(&,[O,l])) for the 
special csae of the operators a,, of Meyer-K&@ and Zeller it is shown that 
sup {D,(J%,, [O,ll): neN)= 
37 - 16)/3 
o . 
1. INTRODVCTION 
Probabilistic methods for the treatment of linear positive operators in 
approximation theory have been used by several authors. Let a certain 
class of sequences (~3%) of linear positive operators on a space of continuous 
functions f be detied in such a manner that the function values L,,/(z) 
are given by the expectation of suitable functions of sums of independent 
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identically distributed random variables Ukz. Convergence of the sequence 
(Dn) de6ned by 
D&L, II) := sup {]&&-fl]o(f, n-l’*)-l: f E C(B)} 
where II-II denotes Cebygev-norm and B a suitable compact interval in ‘El, 
has been proved by Walk [16]. - In part 2 of the present paper the rate 
of convergence of (I&) is proved to be O(iL(@)-1) where h is an appropriate 
function such that the expectation of ( UI%- EUr#h( UI,-EU1,) is 
bounded. By a more detailed analysis of the sequence (II,@,,, [0, 11)) 
for the special case of the operators i@,, of Meyer-Kiinig and Zeller, which 
are defined by 
it is shown, in part 3, that 
sup (&(.@,, [O,l]): nEn) = 37-i6v3 =1.031909676... 
This paper is part of the author’s thesis [6]. 
2. CONVEBGENCE BATE OF A SEQUENCE OF BEST CONSTANTS 
Let A be a (not necessarily bounded) interval in R. For each 5 E A, 
let (Uk%:k E YI) be an independent sequence of identically distributed 
random variables with the following properties: 
(i) The expectation p(z) : =E U1, exists for x E A ; the function p is 
continuous on A, twice differentiable on the interior A’ of A, p’ # 0 
on A’, and pa is bounded on any compact subinterval of A’. We 
denote the inverse of p by 8. 
(ii) The variance V(z):=E(Ulz-p(x))2 exists and is positive for 2 E A’, 
and the function l/V is bounded on any compact subinterval of A’. 
(iii) There exists an even function h. : B + EJ+ with the properties 
a) h is non-decreasing on E&, 
b) lim- W(y)=oo, 
c) the function y I+ y/h(y) is defined and non-decreasing on L\+, 
d) E(Ur,-p(~))~Wh,-p( x IS 1) - b ounded on any compact subinterval 
of A’. 
(iv) Ulz assumes only values in p(A). 
Let 120 E I-l, and for each integer n&no let g,, be a function mapping 
y(A) onto A that is increasing for $ > 0 and decreasing for ,u’ < 0. For the 
inverse & of gn we suppose that the sequence (&,(z) -r+(z) : nzno) is 
uniformly bounded in any compact subinterval of A’. We define the 
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sequence ( Ynz) of random variables by 
Ysz:=gn( 2 Ukz), XEA, 
k-1 
and suppose that there exists a function p: A + lZj that is bounded on 
any compact subinterval of A and tends to zero as x converges to a point 
of the boundary bA of A with 
(1) nE(Y,,-.)zI;p(z),x~A,n~no. 
(If, in particular, ,u(z)=x, and we choose g,(y)=&, then p=Y). Now 
we define a sequence (La) of linear positive operators mapping the space 
&(A) of all uniformly continuous real-valued functions on the closure 2 
of A into the space U(A’) of all real-valued functions on A’ by 
(2) L&x) :=Ef( Y,,), x E A’, n 2 no. 
From (1) it follows that 
12 L&x) = f(a), a E bA ; 
thus we can define L&z) :=/(a) for a E bA, obtaining operators 
L,: C,(B) + M(B). 
We denote the modulus of continuity of f by o(f,.). Let 
(3) ~t4x)=&(L&, 4 
:=sup {IL&x) -f(z)lw(f, n-q-1: f E C,(d)}, 2 E ii. 
As L,J=f for all constant functions f, we disregard them in (3) and 
the sequel. Walk [ 161 proved that for any operator L, defined by (2) 
there holds 
(4) I&(x) = 2 I’[ 1 Ynz - xl > Am--], x E A’. 
k-0 
Defining a sequence (In) of functions on A’ x A’ by 
Mx, y) : = 
1 
Iy-xl, [y-xl >n-1/2 
0, Iy - xl 5n-ln 
and setting 
(6) H&IT)=B;(L,, x):=1 +~nEZ,(x, Yno), 2 E A’, 
it follows from (4) and (1) that 
V-3) H,(x) d B;(x) d 1+ v&f), x E A’. 
Let B be a compact subinterval of B. From (6) it follows that the 
sequence (&) defined by 
(7) &=D,(L,, B) :=sup (H%(x) :x E B} 
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is bounded. We define 
D=D((&), B):=sup {&: nzns}; 
D is the best constant in the estimation 
(8) sup {IL&r) -f(x) I : x E B> 5 Do(f, n-l@), f E O&f), n&no. 
Using a central limit theorem, Walk [16] was able to prove under 
weaker conditions that (Dn) converges to an asymptotically best constant 
D* that is connected with normal distribution. In the following theorem 
we give the rate of convergence of (Dn). 
THEOREM 2.1. For 
there holds y> 0. Let now 
0*=0*((L), B):=2 i t#(--ky), 
k-0 
where I# is the standard normal distribution function. Then 
D%=D* +O(R(l/n)-1) (n + co), 
where h is the function described in (iii). 
To prove theorem 2.1 we use the following lemma, which is deduced 
from results by Katz [7] and Cohn [3] on convergence rates in the central 
limit theorem. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F,, be the distribution function of the standardized 
sum Xl (ukz-~u(xWW))- 112 and J a compact subinterval of A’. Then 
there exist ni E YIP and cl>=0 so that for z E J 
(9) I~t&)-5W dcdWW +y2))-1, y EB, 72 -m. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Without loss of generality we assume $ > 0 
so that gn is increasing. Let J be a compact subinterval of B n A’. We show 
&=H* +O(h(vn)-1) (n -+ 00) 
uniformly in J where 





sq: = 2 P[[ Ynz-sl >kn-q, 
k-b-t1 
s5:=2 k & $( -kp’(x)V(x)-112). 
Here kb:=]c2h(@)[ where ]x[ denotes the largest integer smaller than x, 
yn(k, 2) : = (f&(x + kn-19 - n&))(nV(x))-112, 
and cz > 0 is so small that x k k,,n-lb E A’ for x E J, nsno. Now we 
estimate the terms &, . .., 6’5 uniformly in J. From (9) it follows that 
S1=P[ Y,.=s]=O(k(@)-1). 
As ,u” is bounded on any compact subinterval of A’, we obtain for 
lsklk, 
(10) ym( f k, x)=(n,u(x f h-1’2) +O(l)-n~(x))(n~(x))-lla 
= f k(p’(z) V(z)--1~2-tO(kn-‘~2)). 
As y(Gd, J) 0 > according to (i) and (ii), the constant ca can be ohosen 
so small that Iyn( & k, z)l &CS with O-CC&(&J, J). Regarding this, 
(9) yields for lSk$k,, 
IPCI Ynz--al >h-1’21 - 1 +&/n(k, 2)) -#yn( -k, #I 
522cIh(l/n)-‘( 1 + ka,2)-1. 
Thus we have 
S2=O(h(~?4-1). 
We obtain from (10) 
II- W& 4) + WB( - k, 4) - W - W@) WPYI 
I;cd+Pk2 exp ( - k%s2/2) 
with a positive constant ~4. It follows that 
Ss=O(n-lp). 
&bYgev’s inequality and (1) yield 
S4=O(h(r/n)-1). 
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Analogously we prove 
&=O(h()h)-1). 
It follows 
D&5,, J)= sup {R*(2) : z E J-j +O(h(ln)-1). 
As a* > 1 on B n A’, it follows from (6) that there exists a compaot 
subinterval J of B n A’ with 
D&s, J)=&(L, B) 
and 
sup {H*(z) : x E J-j= sup {H*(x) : x E B A A’}=D*((L,,), B). 
This implies y((Ln), B)=y((L), J)>O, which completes the proof. 
RBWAEK. ht 
(11) Cn=C,(Ln, B) := sup {H*(x) : x E B n A’}. 
Because of (6), D,,l,C&. By a similar estimation one can show 
(12) cn=c* +O(h()h)-1) 
where 
c* : = 1 + (2/n)9-1 exp ( - y2/2). 
In examples, C,, is often easier to compute than Dn and can be used 
to estimate D (cf. Sikkema [ 12, 131 and alao part 3 of this paper). 
EXAMPLES 
1) If A=[O,l], P[ulz=O]=l-x, P[ulc=l]=z, and g,(y)=y/n, we 
get the Bernstein-operators B,, with 






(cf. Esseen [a]). 
2) If A=[O,l) and P[Uls- --k]=(l-x)zk for k~R0, we get for 
g,(y)= y/(n + y) the classicaloperators iV, of Meyer-Kkig and Zeller [8] with 




D*((M,), [0,1])=0”((iE), [0,1])=1.00937... 
(cf. Walk [16, IS]). 
3) If A=[O, co), P[Ui,=k]=(l +x)-(k+i)& for k E II, and g,(y)=y/n, 
we get the operators K, of Baskakov [l] with 
and 
(1 +x)-(k+n) xk f , nEn, 
D*((Kn), [O, s])=2 2 &-k(s(l+a))+), s>o. 
k-0 
4) IfA=[O, oo), P[Ul,=k]=zk/k! exp (-2) for LETlo, andg,(y)=y/n, 
we get the operators S, of Favard [5], S&z [la] and Mirakyan [9] with 
&J(x):= exp (-nz) 1 - 
k-O k! n ’ nEn’ 
O” @Jkf i 
0 
and 
D*((S,), [0, a])=2 kzo #(-ka+), s>O. 
6) If A=(O, m) and P[Ul,5u]=l- exp (-XU) for UE’&, we get 
for g,&) =(n - 1)/y the Gamma-operators G, of M. W. Miiller [ 1 l] and for 
g,(y)=n/y the modified Gamma-operators G,* [IO, 111 with 
G&x) = (n~lj! o un-1 exp (-xu) f -7 
and 
D*((G,), [O,s])=D*((G~), LO, al)=2 kgo 4 (- ;)9 a>(). 
As in all of these examples the third moment of Ui, exists and is 
continuous in A’, it follows from theorem 2.1 that 
&=D* +O(n-l/2). 
3. A BEST CONSTANT IN APPROXIMATION OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS BY 
OPERATORS OF MEYER-KijNIO AND ZELLER 
In the examples listed above, only in the cases of the Bernstein- 
operators and the operators of Meyer-K8nig and Zeller the interval A is 
bounded. Under this condition, theorem 2.1 holds particularly for B:=B, 
thus the sup in (8) can be taken over the interval 2. Using a similar 
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method as Sikkema [12, 131 for (&), we now compute the best constant 
w%d, WI)= SUP {laaf(4-f(a4 +‘2)-1: ZE WI, 
f~Clw1, -n> 
for the operators i@, of Meyer-K&rig and Zeller as deiined below. To get 
a simple estimate for C, we use the modification Nz where we translate 
the index to obtain the usual form: 
In the probabilistic representation (2) one has A=[O,l), 
where 
P[Y,+l,~=g,+l(k)]=~Pnk(x):= 
If H, is defined as in (3), one has 
n+l xk, k EI-L,, 
H,(z)= 5 I’[/ Yn+l,r-xl >kd2]. 
k-0 
As in (5), let 
H,i(z)=H;(i@,, x):=1+~di%(x, Yn+l, 2). 
If C,=C,(B,, [O,l]) and D,=D,(,@,, [O,l]) are defined as in (11) and 
(7), respectively, one has D, SC,. We now give a representation of Hi. Let 
Qnk(z):= (“+;-1) (l-x)“f+‘zk:k. 
We define the intervals 
IA$:=[f3 e) -n-l/2, 0 (F) --7d2), m=[np(n-ln)]+l, . . . . 
I:+(e v) +d2, e(F) +n-l/q, m=i, 2, . . ..]np(i-n-lq+i. 
where [x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding X. With 
&*1(x):=0, XE p-n-112, l), 
&T&l(X) :=qnm(x), x E c!, 




~~(x)=l+~~(&,1(2)+&,z(x)), XE (OJ). 
This readily follows from 
J%(x, Yn+l, z)=~I"-gm+l(~)lpnk(4 
where the sum is taken over all k with Ix-gn+l(k)I > n-ln and 
(x-gg,+l(k)l~nk(x)=qn, k+dx)-m(x). 
As q,,,,, increases in I,$,/ and decreases in I,%, one has 
where 
2&l:= sup {Tl(rn, n): m=[n&+a)]+ 1, . ..}. 
xna:= sup {Tz(m,n): m=l, 2,...,]n~(l-n-1/2)[+1}, 
r(n+t) 
T1(tJ n, : = Iyn + l)r(t) 
(I-.. Gt +,1/2p+1 (A +&-l/2):, 
T2(tJ @:= I-(n+ l)r(t) 
r(n+t) (l- -!I& -+/2p+1 (nG +n-qt. 
Let 
Ug(t, n):= In T&f 1,n) 
T& n)- * 
By the next lemma, we can give smaller intervals in which to search 
for sup Tt(., n): 
LEMMA 3.1. 
a) Ui( ., n) is non-decreasing for nz2 ; UZ( ., n) is non-decreasing for 
n23. 
b) If nh16, then 
Ul(+n, n)>O, U2(&a-2n1~2, n)>O, U2(&-1, n)<O. 
If n&36, then 
Ui(&n+27@-1, n)<O. 
The proofs are long and tedious, and are omitted here (cf. [S]). Now 
this lemma immediately yields 
LEMMA 3.2. If nr36, then 
xnl S sup {Tl(*n + zn112, n) : z E [0,2]), 
~~21 sup {Tz(#n-dp, n): tE [0,2]}. 
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Expanding In Ti(&n+tn1/2, n) and In T~(&-rni~, a) in appropriate 
power series (cf. [S]), one can show 
THEOREM 3.3. If n236, then 
C,, 5 1+ 21/a 3-312 n-l/2 exp ( -s#) (exp ( -J# n-112 + 5n-1) 
+ exp (y n-l/2+ 15~1)) 5 1.02322. 
As C*(@,),[O,l])= 1 + 23/23-@~-1/2 exp (-s#), this is a omkded 
quantitative version of (12). Computing xns for i=1,2 and n=l, . . . . 35 
(cf. [6]), we get upper bounds for the sequence (C,): 
THEOREM 3.4. If ~EIZ, then C&1.03195; if nEXl\{3}, then C, 
$1.03143. 
Now we can compute the value of the uniform best constant D: 
THEOREM 3.5. 
II( [0,1])=D3= 3’-;6V3 =1.031909675... 
PROOF. If s~(0, 1-3-l/a), then 
Hs(4 S H;(x)= 1 + d3&31(x) 2 1 -t 1/3x31 I; 1.000036. 
If 2 E [l - 3-l/2, 3-l/a], then El&) Is 1. Finally, if z E 18, m= 1, 2, 3, then 
m-1 
a,@)=1 -P[Y4z=x]+ kzo p4k(x). 
As prr: is decreasing in I$! for k 5 m - 1, 
+ 3-1/y, 
and computing the right side for m=l, 2, 3 yields 
sup (&(s) : 2 E (3-112, l)}= 1 +r)40(3-i/2)= 1 + (1 - 3-i/2)4. 
This completes the proof. 
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